
 

                      PERFORMING ARTS  
                                           WEEK 4 – TERM FOUR 

 

GRADE 3 AND 4: (CODES- Grade 3: du454yu Grade 4: k6glwlp) 

Identifying and Applying the Different Elements of Music 
1) Revise: 
An instrument used in Aboriginal / Australian cultural music is…. 
An instrument used in Scottish cultural music is…. 
An instrument used in Hawaiian music is….. 
’Waltzing Matilda’ is a traditional song from……. 
The Elements of Music are…. (name as many  that you can) 

2) Listen to the given song  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_KFsJvgPfHg  and match the 
words. As part of your assessment, you must be able to demonstrate you can correctly 
identify the tempo (how fast) timbre (how many sounds) and duration (song length).  
3) Match/rearrange the following:  
3 min 40 seconds, tempo, duration, 59 BPM, timbre, violin & piano. 
4) Catch up on any activities not yet completed from Week 1-3. 

GRADE 5 AND 6:  (Grade 5: xkpnrdv Grade 6: f55hfhb) 
Perform & Share Original Compositions 
1) Continue to work on and complete original composition using digital technologies 
(GarageBand) 
2) Ensure you are meeting the criteria outlined in the rubric on Google Classroom. Watch the 
tutorial video to help you with navigating the application if you need. 
3)  You should also try to articulate: -How your composition uses the expressive elements (is 
your song allegro (fast) are your notes staccato (short), what is the tempo? (speed of song) -
Which electronically generated sounds did you use in your composition? -What inspired your 
composition? Is there a song you wanted it to sound similar to?  

4) For assessment purposes you must share or present you original composition by doing one of the 
following: Show it to your teacher 1:1, Present it to the class, Pair with another student and 
share or post it to Google Classroom. 

ENRICHMENT:  (CODE: jvaeedi) 

 Exploring & Comparing Electronic Music 
1) Revise learning from W1-W3. Answer the following: 

What are the 3 Expressive Elements in music? 

-True or false? Tempo refers to the speed of a song… 

-What application (app) are you composing your tune on? 

-How would you describe notes that are played staccato? 

-Name a literary technique that could be used when writing lyrics? 

2) Continue to work on and complete original composition using digital technologies (GarageBand) 

3) Ensure you are meeting the criteria outlined in the rubric on Google Classroom. Watch the tutorial video to help you with navigating the application if you need. 

4)  You should also try to articulate: -How your composition uses the expressive elements (is your song allegro (fast) are your notes staccato (short), what is the 

tempo? (speed of song) -Which electronically generated sounds did you use in your composition? -What inspired your composition? Is there a song you wanted it to 

sound similar to?  

4) For assessment purposes you must share or present you original composition by doing one of the following: Show it to your teacher 1:1, Present it to the class, Pair with 

another student and share or post it to Google Classroom. 
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